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THE lW>IO SERVICE OSCILUTOR AND .ALIGllIJlG PBOCmJRI 

The modern radio receiver is built around a circuit 17at1111 in which an 

accurate electrical balance mat prevail between the •rioa.1 branche1. !hla 

meane that the tuning appa.m tua in each mat be properJ.T a4,.1u8te4 to the 

correct frequenCT to enable the entire network to operate in IIJDChroni• an4 

at DBXUIDD efficienc1'• ilao, there are timea when a radio set is receive4 · · 

for aenice or rape.ire and no part 1& found defective, but the circait qat.a 

is so badJ.1' out of balance and alignment ti.t the sat cannot operate at all 

or 1 ta perfo!'lllllWa is greatq iq,aired. 

It is for balancing and aligning work of this kind tbat the calibmW 

signal gnerator baa been developed, and BUCh a generator or teat oscillator 

as it is comnonl1' called now, ia practicalq an indiaptmaible inatrwnent in 

the equipment of an up-to-date :Badio Senice Man. 

The signal needed for such a balancing and aligninc proceas 11118t be ab1ol-.ite- 

17 st•d1", and its frequency and atrencth adjuBtable to •et the requirement• 

of the particular Job on band. A broadcast 1tation a1pal 11 not ••17 l'Uita'b1• 

for w.oh purposes beca�e it1 1trength 11 con1tant11' changing and. one 11 not 

&11'&1'1 aw.ilable at the d.elired frequenc,.. It 1a to meet theee requirement• 

that the 1enice oacillator 1• employed aa a local signal generator. 

'l'he Hnice oacillator is •••entiall.T a miniature broadcaat atation the 

operatinc :trequenc7 and output 1ignal strqth of which are 'Ullder.convenJent 

control. b.a � deeired. signal frequency can be obtained at &DT time i t �  

be ued.ed, �e oscillator 11 a h1gh-frequenc7 11pl genemtor tl:at 1111>i01• 

a ,acuum. tube •• a power converter to convert the direct current :trom a IJ'Oup 

of 'batt1ri11 or 111otric power unit into a higb-frequenc1 alte�ting current. 

. . .  ,  ·. 
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ThroU&}l a suitable tap part of this enera is then nade available for operating 

the receiver to be serviced. 

The calibrated teat oscillator me a wide field of application in radio 

service work, and the better 1 ta perfonrance and characteriatics are under 

stood, the more uses for it will be found. J'or e.mmple, in tuned radio fre 

quency recei ver11 the oscillator serves to supp]¥ a suitable signal for properl7 

balancing or aligning the successive amplifier stages so that all will operate 

in synchronism, otherwise both the senaitiviV and eelectivity of the receiver 

will be greatl.1' impaired. In receiver systems employing neutralization of some 

form to suppress oscillations, an oscillator is a convenient signal source to 

locate the point of optimam neutralization. 

For aligning a superheterod1n• receiver an accura.tel7 calibrated signal 

generator is not only convenient but ie practicall.1' necessaey-, for wi thaut one 

it is nearly impossible to adjust the radio frequency amplifier, the oscillator, 

and the intermediate amplifier to their proper operating frequencies. .And the 

special tuning claracterietica incorporated in some superheteroccynes make the 

oscillator an absolute essential. In addition there are other uses for the 

oscillator. It is an excellent aid in checking the condition and operating 

qualities of tubes on a comparison basis. With a calibrated oscillator it is 

also possible to make a stage-by-stage analysis of a radio set and in this way 

localize a faulty condition or trace trouble down to a particular circuit 

b.tlillCh. Such a stage-by-stage analysis is always very positive in 1 ts findings • 

.A.n oscillator can further be us� for checking the selectivi 1:i,r and sensitivity 

of a receiver; and if the oscillator output is calibrated, actual mee.surementa 

can be made of the signal t,.in per stage or through a section of a set. 

The Oscillator Applied to Testing Tnbea 

.A.n application of the service oscillator tba t ordinarily is too 11 ttle 
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appreciated ia its use for tasting tubes, for the oscillato� offers a read¥ 

means of cbecld.ng a tube in terms of what it actual].y does in its own portion 

of the circuit. 

It  is quite commonly agreed upon among engineers and tube nanufacturere 

that the mutual conductance test is the most satisfactory teat for d�term!ning 

the real worth and opera ting fi tneas of a tube. It  is also true tha. t a change 

in the mutual conductance of a tube causes a proportional change in the total 

amplificat"ion in a radio receiver. Therefore, if an appreciable increase in 

amplification gain can be obtained by replacing an old tube with a new one, it 

is evident that the tube should be discarded and replaced. 

A portable signal genez-ator and output meter properly connected to a 

receiver, are ideal for determining the effectiveness of a tube in stepping up 

the amplification gain. Also, the ayatem is especia.l:q comnendable because the 

tubes are teated under the actual operating conditions in a recaiver. 

The oscillator is connected to the Ant. and G' d. terminals of the radio 

receiver, and the output meter is connected from the plate of the output rube 

to chassis or from plate to plate in case two au.tput tubes in push-pull are 

used. A modulated R.F. signal is used, and the oscillator and recoiver are 

tuned to about 1000 ld.loc7cles. If' the receiver is  equipped wi tb auto�tic 

volume control, the oscillator signal is cut down to a ver-3 low level1 so that 

the control tube will not cut in and effect the amplification gain. 

It ia  best to start with the rectifier tube, for it applies direct current 

energy to the rest of the tubes. Turn on the radio receiver and oscillator 

aa explained and note the output meter indication. Then repl.�ce the rectifier 

with a new tube known to be in good condition, and if the output indication 

does not increase appreciably, the old tube is satisfactory. However, 1£ an 

output increase of 2o% or more is obtained, the old rube is partially exhausted 
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and shdU.ld be replaced. 

Then proceed in a similar manner with the 1st R.F. or inp11t tube, and 

follow through each successive stage. Wherever an inc1.·ea1e of 20% o!" ioore is 

obtained when a new tube is substituted for the old, the old tul>e should be 

discarded. When each stage has been checked in this ��n."ler, all tubes bave been 

gi van an act-.Ja.l working test, and a tmrked improve100nt in the perf'orteance of 

the set should be observed with the new tubes. 

The same system can al�o be used to detect gassy tubes i:?J. a radio r ecct ver , 

The oscillator and output met9r a re connec t ed and adjusted in the usual nannar , 

\1hen the set is turned on, the output meter will first rise to a certain level 

and reDBin stead.1' if the tu.bes are in good condf tion; but if one or several 

gassy tubes are present, the output will show a marked increase or decrease 

when the receiver reaches operating temperature. If the output decreases, the 

gassy tube is very likely in the A.v.c. or oscillator circuit; while if the 

output increase, it IIBY be in one of the R.F. or I.F. amplifier stages. A 

gassy tube in the output stage will usually be evident by a bl·..ie glow and un 

stable operation. 

ALIGNING Tm,TED R. F. RWEIVERS 

In a tuned radio frequency receiver there are generally two, three, or 

four stages of amplification in which the coupling uni ts con ta.in a coil that 

is tuned by a variable condenser. Unless these tuned systems all operate in 

perfect synchronittm that is,  all tune to emctly the same frequency at evei-y 

setting of the dial, a singal will have difficult:, in getting throU&}l the 

amplifier, and the receiver will la.ck both send ti vi ty and selec ti vi ty and 

the volume will be low. Su.ch lack of synchronism between the eeccessive stages 

may be due to alight differences in the coils and condensers or to stray 

capacities caused by the different lengths and positions of the connecting wires. 
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To compensate for these factors that disturb the tuning, some gang co� 

deneers have the individual sections shunted by snall trimmer condensers that 

can be adjusted with an insulating screw driver or socket wrench (special 

aligning tools are available for this purpose), while others have one plate 

of ea.ch section slotted into about five segments. .A.d.Juatments are then IJBde 

by bending these segments au.t or in according to whether the capacity is to 

be decreased or increased. The ad'Vallt.a.ge of the slotted plate is that align 

ing adjustments can be %I8de at several different positions over the tuning 

range, while with a trinmer the balancing adjustment can be m.de at only one 

frequency. 

The aligning process then consists of adjusting these trimning devices 

until all tuned circuits respond to exactl.T the same frequency for vari0\18 

dial settings. .A. broadcast station signal is not satisfactory for such work, 

so the signal from a good test oscillator is commonl.7 employed. For an 1� 

dicating device an output meter is reconmended as this is 100st reliable. .A. 

1-Mfd. condenser must be connected in series with the instrument to protect 

the meter against the high :a-supply voltage. 

Disconnect the aerial from the receiver and connect the "High" side of 

the oscillator to the aerial post, also connect the low side of the oscillator 

to the ground post on the receiver with the regular ground connection remaining 

undisturbed. Connect the output meter into the circuit, and then turn on the 

receiver and the oscillator. 

If the sections of the tuning condenser are equipped with trilllners, set 

the oscillator at 1000 Xe. and also bring the receiver dial to this frequency 

so that the signal can be beard in the speaker. Turn the volume control on 

the receiver full on and the output adjustment on the oscillator down low 

enau&h ao tm.t the pointer on the output meter atand8 at about the middle of 
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the scale for the lowest usable range. Do not forget the 1-Mfd. condenser if 

it is not built into the meter. 

St.a.rt with the trimner on the condenser section tuning the last R.F. stage 

next to the detector, and with an 1n11Ul.ating screw driver or aligning tool, 

whichever happens to be needed, turn the trim:ner adjustment up or down so that 

the output meter indication increases. Continue until turning the trimner in 

either direction causes the 0t1tpu.t to decrease. 

Next proceed in a like n:anner with the trinner across the next section o! 

the tuning condenser, and contdnue toward the antenna tuning section. As the 

work progresses and the sensitivity of the receiver increases, the output will 

also increase and the meter pointer swing to the right. To keep the meter point 

near the middle of the scale reduce the oscillator output. from time to time, 

and always leave the receiver volume control full on. 

After all sections appear to be balanced, go over the entiro process again, 

for it will be found the. t in nearly evecy case some readjustments are noeded. 

Notel - Important: During the aligning process the tuning adjustment on the 

receiver nntst not be touc:hed or altered in aey w�, for this would throw off 

the entire results and necessitate a repetition of the whole job. 

Care should be taken in carrying out the adjustments that the opera.tor 's 

hands as well as other parts of his body a.re kept well away from the condenser 

sections and coil units, for their presence will introduce sufficient capacity 

to affect the tuning of the various circuits. Do not attempt to uae a bal 

ancing wrench that is not rm.de of insulating nBterial. When the best setting 

for a condenser section appears to be found, remove the wrench, and if the out 

put meter pointer QOes not move, that setting is correct. But if the pointer 

shifts either up or down, then body capacf ty effects are present and the con 

denser sections are not properly alignedff Also ,  if the cha.saie is a completely 
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shielded one, it is very important that all shields be 1: · pl.ace before aligning 

operations are attempted, othei,rin when the shields are put in place, the in 

chlctance and capa.c1 ty values nay- be changed sufficiently to upset the entire 

balance. 

If the condenser sections have slotted end pl.ates also, the aligning pro 

cedure is slightly different, but all the precautions outlined must be just 

as carefully observed. .1d.juat the oscillator and receiver to the highest f're 

qu.eney note the set will tune in. Turn the receiver volume control f'u.11 on and 

cut down the oscillator output ao that output meter pointer stands between one 

third and one-1:alf :f'u.11 scale. .A.fter these preliminaries are completed, care 

fully adjust each of the condenser trimmers as was done previously, a tarting 

with the section nearest the detector and working toward the antenna. Be care 

tu.l not to alter the tuning adjustment during these operations. 

Then with a balcelite or fiber rod see if the end plate segments which are 

partly in mesh with the eta.tor plates need� adjustment, generally none is re 

quired. Turn the condenser in slowly ao that the second segment of the slotted 

end pla tea are Ju• t in mesh, and with the aid of' the insule. ting rod see if this 

second segment mu.at be bent in or out as shown by the output meter pointer • 

.A.lwa;ya start with the condenser section nearest the detector and work toqrd the 

antenna. Turn the condenser in :further so that the third segment is just in mesh 

and make &lJY adjustments that � be required. Proceed with the fourth segment, 

and with the fifth segment in a aimilar nanner, using the utmost care and pre 

cision. 

When the work is completed and you feel satisfied that all adjustments are 

as close as th� can be made, discor.in�t the oscillator and output meter, and put 

t�e antenna back on the receiver. If the work was done right, the set should 

now operate with better volume, have better sens1t1vit," on weak stations, and 
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improve selectivity as indicated b;y sharper tuning on the more power:f'ul stations. 

It is generall.7 recomnended the. t such aligning work be done only in the shop 

and not in the customer's home. 

The small trimmer eondenaera that are electricall.T shunted across the 

various sections of the nain tuning condenser are genere.ll;y mounted right on 

the condenser frame so that they appear to form an integral part of it. In a 

few cases these trimmers are !OO'Wlted separately on the chassis. Some triJlmer 

adjustment scrE'l'1S require a screw driver tip, while others require a square or 

hexagon socket wrench. I11 any case• only a tool made of bakeli te or fiber or 

other insulating rm.terial should be used to eliminate all stray capacity effect•. 

When the tuning condenser is mounted on top of the chassis, theee trimDers 

are readily accessible; but i:f' the condenser is �ted underneath, the chBssis 

rm.y have to be turned upside down :for balancing and aligning. Sometimes suall 

holes are provided in the chassis or shielding through which these trimmers can 

be reached. 

Aligning Superheteroc'cyne Receivers 

1. THE SUPEREETERODYNE RECEIVER REVIFl'fED. The modern superheterod.}'?le receiver 

contains initially a tuner that selects the incoming signal and feeds it to the 

let detector or mixer stage where it is combined with the signal from a local 

oscillator. This oscillator is tuned simultaneously wit.h the tuning of the 

selector or input circuit, and the difference or intermediate frequency rElll'l.ins 

constant over the entire tuning range� In some receivers a single tube performs 

both functions of mixer and oscillator, while in others a separate tube is used 

for each. Sometin1cs, especially in the larger sets, the let detector is preceded 

by a tuned R.F. amplifier stage as a pre-selector that adds to the selectivity 

and sensitivity of the receiver. 

Following the 1st detector is the intermediate ar1iplifier which is tuned to 
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the difference frequency between the incoming and local oscillator signals. 

Thie I.J'. amplifier uaual'.cy containe one or two stages, and in a f'ew special 

••t• three •tag••· The coupling tranef'ormere ordinarily have both the pri 

ma.17 and secondary windinge tuned. The I.F. amplifier is then followed by 

the cu11toua17 demodulating 2nd 4,etector and audio amplifier. The design of these 

two atages dependa on the degree of' amplification that precede• the detector and 

the po,rer outpu.t that ia d.eaired f'or operating the reproducer e;ystem. 

It is evident now that if' a aingle control tuning arrangement is used for 

euch a receiver, there are two groq,e of' tuned circuits that must operate in 

unieon. The firat group include• the tuned r-f amplifier, the input to the lat 

detector, and the tuned oecillator circuit, all three of which are c0111110nl.y 

tuned b;y a 3-ciang condenaer. The •econd group includes the prima.17 and secondary 

windinge of' the I.l'. tranefol'ID8r• which mnat all be re•onated or "peaked" alike 

at the f'requenc1' at which thq are deaigned to operate. 

2. BOW IMPROPER ALIGJIID! AJTllCTS OPJ:BA.TIOlT. A euperheterodlne receiver pro 

perl.7 adJuated give• good reault•, but it• performance aleo drop• off rapidJ.T 

1:f' � ot the aeeociated tuned circuit• get out of alignment so that proper 

aynchronized tuning cannot take place. It the r-f amplifier and detector in 

put are out ot alignment, reproduction will be wealc, for mldmtlm -.oltage cannot 

develop in a.ch tuned circuit. Station interference uay- also reault, and the 

noi•e level be high, tor w1 th the aigm.l low the volume control is inevi tabl.y 

turned up to incr••• the aet output. If the 011cillator does uot "track" pro 

per]T, that ie, tune in 11tep with the r-f circuits, the difference frequency is 

not correct and wee.le response reaulta. Interference D.T also be encountered. 

If' the 1.:r. tranef'ormera are not proper]¥ aligned or "peaked" at the correct 

f'requencT, the amplifier will 1aclc both aeMi ti vi 't1' and aelec ti vi tT, reeul ting in 

diminished reapona• and more interfercce. The noi•e level will also riee and 



become eepeciall.7 diaturbing. When such a receiver is on mnd for repe.ira, a 

thorough voltage and reaiat.ance ana}7ais should al�s""'f>e made of the entire 

circuit before &DI' change in the adjustments of the tuned circui ta is attempted. 

3. Il' A SUPE8HE'l'ERODYD NEJmS ALIGNING. It is not often tht.t a auperhetero�e 

requires realigning - only after a careful inspection baa failed to reveal the 

cause of such conditions as low sensitivity, poor selectivit;.v, and high noise 

level, should the various trimmer and padding condenser settings be considered. 

When it appears that a re-alignment is needed, an accurately calibrated signal 

generator and output indicator should be used. A good understanding ahould 

also be had of the circuit arrangement and o:! .. he frequencies that are employed 

in the receiver. 

The aligning procedure outlined previousl.7 applies to the DBjori v of 

superhetero�e receivers; but with some sets special observations are necessal"1', 

and whenever possible the manufacturer's service bulletin covering the set on 

hand should be consulted before any readjueting is undertaken. During the align 

ment the chassis should be placed on a wooden-top table or bench, for a metal 

top rrs.y change the characteristics of the coils and the associated circuits and 

hence interfere with proper synchronizing. 

Unless the manufacturer's specifications direct otherwise, best results are 

usually obtained by starting w1 th the I.J'. amplifier and peek:111g the tuned wind 

ings at the frequency at which they were designed to operate. Next the oscillator 

and lst detector are adjusted so that the oscillator tracks p�operly at the high 

and low frequency ends of the dial. At the same time the R.F. amplifier (if one 

is used) and input tuner are brought into step. 

4. BOW TO ALIGN THE I.F • .AMPLIJ'IER. A typical I.F. amplifier consists of one or 

several amplifier tubes coupled through suitable transformers that have both the 

primary and secondary windings tuned. The tuning or trimmer condensers are either 
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of the book t;ype with mica dielectric or of the air-dielectric t;ype resembling 
.. ) 

the regular tuning condensers. These trinmer condensers are generall,T mounted 

in the same shielding cans with the transfonner coils, and are reached through 

holes in the cans or by means of special screw heads that project through the 

top. Various forms of insulated aligning tools that fit these different 

triDlller arrangements are available in compact kit form. 

The aligning process then consists of 11peaking11 these transformer windings 

alike and at the frequency at which they are prescribed to operate. These I .F • 

operating frequencies can be obtained from the uarru:facturer•s service bulletin 

or from various ref ere nee books and pamphlet a. It should al�s be remembered 

that the DBnufacturer•s instructions are the all-important ones to carcy out. 

For the aligning all tu.bes and shielding cans should be in place and the antenna 

lead-in disconnected. -The ground connection, however, should remain. Sometimes 

it helps to connect a .1-mfd condenser from the Ant. to Gr•d. posts. If' the 

set is equipped w1 th a "Local-Distance" awi tch, th1-a should be in the Distance 

position. The output meter ia connected across the voice coil of the speakltr 

or from the plate terminal of the output tu.be to chassis, according to which 

arrangement is preferable. 

The "high" aide of the test oscillator is connected to the grid of the lat 

detector tube and the ground lead to the Gr'd terminal on the set or direct]¥ 

to the chassis if the latter is grounded. If a separate oscillator tube is 

used, it is removed during the I.F. aligning, or the rotor and stator of the 

oscillator tuning condenser are shorted so that the oscillator is inoperative. 

The volume control on the set is turned to full on. 

The test oscillator is then set to deliver a modulated signal at the pre- 

scribed I.F. frequency, and the attenuator is turned up only far enough to cause 

the output meter to give between one-third and one-half full-ecal• deflection. 
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If the set is equipped with A.V.C.,  the oscillatol' attenuator rmi.st be kept 

sufficiently low so that the -S'igml will not cause the. A. v.c. to cut in. :Begin 

w1 th the I.F. transformer nearest the 2nd detector and adjust the secondary 

trimner until the output meter gives n:RXimum deflection. Then similarly ad.just 

the prinary. Repeat these two adjustments, for changes in the tuning of one wind 

ing are reflected in the tuning of the othe-r - hence the need of these r�hecks. 

Continue eimilarly with the next I.F. transformer, and if three are used, con 

tinue with the third. ilwaya proceed from the 2nd detector toward the miXer or 

lat detector. When both or all three transformers are adjusted, repeat the en 

tire process to pick up aey discrepancies that 'IIRY have been nade. 

Some service men prefer for a final check.-up to connect the test oscillator 

directly into the R.F. stage that is under adjuat.ment. J'or example, if the 

plate trimmer is being adjusted, better accuracy is obtained if the test oscillator 

ie connected directly to the grid or inp1.1t circuit of the tube, etc. 

5. ALIGNING FIAT-TOP I.F. TRANSFORMERS. In flat-top I.F. transformers the pri 

rrs.ry and secondary windings a.re closely coupled so that the reaction between the 

two coils causes the pr·i.ma.ry to tune with a flat-top resonance characteristic 

insteia.d of a sharp peak. In other words, when such a transfonner is correctly 

aligned, the test signal can be shifted over a range of 7 to 8 kilocycles, (3! 

to 4 kilocycles on either side of 'center) without affecting the output meter 

indication. J'or ex.ample, on a 456 Kc. intermediate frequency the flat-top re 

sonance range my extend from 452 to 46o kilocycles. In the so-called hi- 

fidelity receivers this flat-top range rrny extend to 15 ld.locycles, (7-t; Kc. on 

either side of center.) 

To "flat-top" such a transformer it is first resonated at the prescribed 

frequency as explained in the preceding paragraphs. Next the test oscillator 

frequency is varied slowly and a.t the same time the prirmry and secondary trans- 
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former trimmers are detuned slightly, one up and the other down. Gradually it is 

possible to establish a frequency range over which the oscillator signal can be 

shifted with no appreciable cna.nge in output indication. Al tllou&h the process 

nay appear a little tedious at first, with a little practice and experience it 

will soon be possible to accomplish the aligning in good time. 

The methods outlined above for I.F. amplifier alignment apply to super 

heteroeynes having a single-band tuning system as well as to those having a 3 

or 4-band (all-wave) tuner, for after all the tuner only selects the si�l 

input to the lst detector or mixer, and from this point on the resulting in 

termedia te frequency ha.a no dependence upon the type of tuner employed. 

6. IMPORTANC.E OF PROPER OSCIUATOR TRA.CKING. In order that the tuning system 

of a superhetero�e can display the proper selectivity, it is necessar,y tbat 

the inpu.t tuner (and R.F. amplifier if used) be in perfect tune with the de 

sired signal and at the same time produ.ce the correct intermediate or difference 

frequency over the entire tuning range on the dial. Since the difference fre 

quency Im1.st always be of the same constant value, this requires tbat the os 

cillator tuning be in step with or properly "track" the R.F. tuner. And what 

further complicates this tracking is that the oscillator twu.ng capacity Iml.Bt 

change at a different rate than the R.F. tuning capacity. 

il though a number of different schemes have been tried to secure this 

oscillator tracking, the most conmen arrangement employed is a trimmer and 

padder condenser in connection with the uain oscillator tuning condens.er. In 

other words, the oscillator condenser is shunted with a suall trimmer for pro 

per tracldng e.t the high frequency end of the ·tuning range, and for the low fre 

quency end bas another condenaer called the 11pa.dder" connected in series. It is 

this padding condenser that corrects the rate of capacity change for the 

oacillator tuning. In some receivers the padder consists of a fiXed condenser 

shunted by a &DBll trim:ner. For proper tracking the oscillator thus require• 
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two adjustments, one at the high frequenC"'J' end and generally at iuoo kilocycles, 

and the other at the low frequency end at around Goo kilocycles. 

For aligning the 1st detector input, the R.F. amplifier, and the oscillator 

circuit, each sec taon of the condenser is shurrt ed with a trimner from st.a tor to 

rotor and in addition the oacilla tor circ1d t is provid..ed with the series padder 

mentioned in the previous paragraph. �ckeeit results are generally obtained 

by nfmipulatir1g all three together and thus establ shing unifi_eq. __ action between 

them. 

7 • ALI GUING THE OSCIL!.ATOR AND lST Dll1r:OOTOR. The high side of the tee t oscillator 

is connected to the .A.nt. tennina.l of the receiver and the low side to the Gr •� 

tenninal. Sometimes a dumI1u antenna arrangement consisting of a .00025-mfd. 

, condenser in series with a 200-ohm resistor is necessary between the test os 

cillator and the .Ant. tenniml on the set. The ma:mifacturer•e instructions 

advise when this is needed. The oscillator tube in the set is returned to its 

socket if it  was removed during the I.F. alignment, and e.ny other circuit changes 

that may have been made are restored to nol'mf\l. ill tub�e and shielding elements 

must be in their proper pleces. The output indicator rer:ains as it was connected 

for the I.F. alignment. 

The test oscillator is ad.i4u.sted to deliver a modulated signal at exactly 

14oO kilocycles. The receiver is also tuned sharply to l4oO kilocycles, and 

the manual volume control is turned to naximuzn, unless this should interfere 

with the operation of the A.v.c. eystem. After these various settings have 

once been established, they nrust not be disturbed. or changed. during the entire 

aligning process. 

If the oscillator and let detector are not seriously out of alignment, an 

output indication should be obtair.ed with the above settings. The oscillator 

trimmer is adjusted until maximum output swing is indicated on the meter, and then 
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the trimmer in the grid circuit of the 1st detector is adjusted for �imum 

output. The two adjustments should then be repeated so tbat any slight errors 

ca.n be picked�· With the oscillator and let detector input now in proper 

alignment, the trimmer (or trimmers) in the R.F. stage are then brought into step 

at the 14oo kilocycle setting. 

The oscillator padder is next adjusted at the low frequency end of the tuning 

range. For this the test oscillator is tuned to 600 kilocycles and the recei var 

is also tuned to this frequency. The padding condenser is then adjusted until 

n:e..ximum output is a.gain secured. It IIBY be necessary here to "rock" the receiver 

condenser back and forth slightly through the 6oo-kc. position while the padder 

is being nanipula.ted, and it nay also be found that maxiIIlllln output is obtained· 

when the receiver is tuned ·slightly off 600 kilocycles. In such cases it is 

better to operate the receiver a little off calibration than to cut down the 

selepti vi ty by leaving the padder condenser off reso:oance. During this low-fre 

quency aligning the high frequency triDmers mu.st not be changed in their settings. 

The oscillator and receiver should then be tuned back to 14oo kilocycles 

and the high-frequency adjustments rechecked. It is always advisable to go over 

the various operations several times, for the interaction between the differ�nt 

circuits generally Jm.ke miner improvements in the settings possible. MalJi' ser 

vice men develop pet schemes and wrinkles of their own for carrying out this 

alignment work, but the procedure outlined here should always be observed as 

- a basic route. 

8. ADJUSTING TUNING CONDENSERS HA.VI:l\G SLOTTED END PLATES. In some receivers 

the end plate of each condenser section is slotted. These slotted sectiona make 

it possible to adjust the tuned circuits at four or five different frequencies 

over the tuni11g range, according to the number of sections in the plates. The 

ag.justments are I1Bde b7 bending the sections in or out. By bending the sections 

( 
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in1  the distance between the plates is decreased and the capacity increased, but 

by bending the sections out the capacitw is decreased.· In 1ome condensers the 

sections are adjusted by BII8.ll screws. With such condensers the uanu:facturer•s 

specifications generally indicate at what freqn..encies the various adjustments 

should be made. 

9. ALIGNING R!IXlEIVERS lDQUIPPED WITH A. V .c, .An outpu.t meter as explained above, 

however, cannot be used for aligning a receiver equipped with automatic vol'Wlle 

control (A.V.c.), for the function of this autonm.tic control is to maintain the 

signal at a constant level, and hence quite wide variations in trimmer adjust 

ments could be nade without affecting the output indication. It would thu.s be 

nearly impossible to determine the point of eJ1B.Ct resonance in such nanner. 

The A.v.c. action mu.st therefore be cancelled in these receivers during the 

alignment process, and the way in which this ia done depends entirely on the 

circuit arrangement employed. The circuit diagram 111.lSt be studied and the most 

appropriate method of cancellation determined. The simplest expedient ia to 

use a weak signal below the level at which the A. V .c. action cuts in. This 

works especiall..v well with delayed A.v.c., for then the signal can rise to an 

appreciable level before the control action takes place. 

In some circui ta the A. V .c. tube can be removed and the receiving circuit 

will continue to function, but this ordinarily is not recommended, for the re 

moval of the tube my upset the vol ta.ge and current balance of the circuit and 

this will interfere with the proper alignment. It is better, if the circuit 

action permits, to open the lead which supplies the signal to the control grid 

of the A.v.c. tube, for this renders the tube inoperative as far as the A.v.c. 

action is concerned. Another scheme tmt works in uany sets is to open the lead 

that supplies the A.V.C. potential to the controlled R.F. and I.F. tubes. Bu.t,  

if this is done, the grid returns of these tu.bes must be br�ht directly to 
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ground or chassis so t'ha.t the nonoa.l initial bias is supplied to the ��bes. 

Special observations llIUSt be JIB.de in the case of tubes that serve in a dual or 

triple ca.pa.city such as 2nd detector, 1st audio, and A. V . c . ,  for generally some 

slight circuit change can be nade that will aid to nullify the A.v.c. action. 

In some receivers the tuning meter or 11ma.gic-eye11 tuning indicator can be used 

to indicate the state of resonance. If none of these schemes work, it will be 

necessary to consult the DBmu'acturer•s aligning instructions. 

10. ADJUSTiliG ANTEHNA WA.VE TRAP CIRCUITS. Some auperhetero�e receivers that 

employ a high intermediate frequency (around 456 to 465 kilocycles) have a wave 

trap or rejector circuit in the antenna input circu.1 t. Thia trap ii tllned to 

the intermediate frequency, and serves to reduce interference from cODDercial 

stations that DBY be operating in the vicinity at the same frequency as the in- 

termediate frequency of the set. To adjust such a trap circuit, the teat 

oscillator which is tuned to the intermediate frequency is connected. across the 

Ant. and Gr'd. terminal• and the outpu.t attenuator is turned to maximum. The 

volume control on the set is also turned full on. The trimmer on the wave trap 

' is then adjusted for minimum response on the outpu.t indicator. 

11. BOW TO DETERMINE THE V.ALUJ: OJ' il UNXNOD INTEBMEDI.A.T:&: FREQUENCY. It "1181' 

happen that a receiver is on hand for alignment but the value of the intermediate 

frequency is not known. In au.ch cases this frequency can usua.113 be determined 

experimentally, assuming the receiver is otherwise in operating order. The tfft 

oscillator is connected to the grid or plate terminal of the lat detector as the 

case uay require, and the attenuator is turned up for maximum output. The output 

meter is connected in i ta proper place, and the speaker is left in operation eo 

that the •1gnal Com1Jl8 through will also be audible. The volume control is 

turned full on. 

The oacillator ia adjusted to the highest I.:t. value used in B"Uperhetero(\yne 
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receivers, about 480 Kc . ,  and slow� tuned lower. UnlelB the receiver is too 

badly out of alignment, a frequency is soon reached at which a signal comes 

through. If tne oscillator is tuned still lower, another point is  reached 

where a signal is heard but slightly fainter, end further down perhaps at a 

i 

third point and still fai�t,r. 

Since the oscillator is  delivering fundamental frequencies throughout the 

range it is tuned, the first point e.t which a signal is heard Illl8t be the in- 

termediate frequency of the set. The signal at the second point is the 2nd 

harmonic of a lower frequency (nalf the intermediate frequency of the set),  and 

the signal at the third point is the 3rd harmonic of a still lower frequency. 

For example, if as the oscillator is �.llled through the cust�nary range, the first 

signal appear-s at 457 kilocycles, the second signal would be heard at 22s.5 

kf Locyc Les , and the third at 152.3 kilocycles. I t  would at once be concluded, 

then, that the intermediR-te frequency of the set •rnust be 457 kilocycles. How 

ever from ex-pcrience it is known that no such oddl frequency as 457 kilocycles is 

in common use. Undoubtedly the correct value should be 456 kilocycles, and the 

interrnediate amplifier is aligned at this frequency. 
I 

12. l�RHOWICS IN �N OSOILUTOR. Although for every setting of the tuning coo- 

nenser an oscillator should generate one basic or fundamental frequency cor- 

responding to the resonant frequency of the t-wied coil system or tank circuit 

as it is called, there are also present in the outpub of the oscillator fre- 

quencies that are direct nmltiples of the fundamental. These higher order fre- 

quenc Lea are called hanoonics, and can also be used for test and alignment pur- 

poses when higher frequency signals are wanted. 

The generation of these ha.rri10nics is ca.used by the fact that due to the 

bias on the grid of the oscilL�tor tube the current pulsations in the plate 

circuit do not resemble the applied gr:id signal otentials but are considerably 

disto::-ted. Jl.nd it can be shown rw.therJE1.tically that such a distorted wave form 
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can be analyzed or broken up into a fundamenta::. -..:equency and a number of higher 

frequencies or harmonics of the fundamental. 

For example, if an oscillator tuned to operate at 600 Kc. is cou1.,led to a 

broad.cast receiver, the signal can be heard in the receiver if its dial is set 

at 600 Kc. Further, if the receiver ie tuned to 1200 Xe . ,  an oscillator. signal 

can again be heard. Thie signal is called the "second harmonic" of the funda- 

mental, for it bas twice the frequency. If the receiver could be tuned to 1800 

Kc. another sigM.l would be heard, the third ha.nnonic with three times the 

fundamental frequency. The order of a harmonic is always equal to the number 

of times its frequency is as grea. t as tba t of the fundamental. The 2nd, 4th, 

6th, etc.,  are called the even harmonics, and the 3rd, 5th, 7th, etc., the odd 

harmonica. The strength of intensity of the lBnnonica becomes less a1 the o:,:,der 

of the harmonic increa1e1, nameq, the 4th harmonic 11 wea.ksr then the 2nd, etc. 

If harmonica are employed as explained above, a wide range of :f'requenciea 

1a available from a single oscillator. If an oscillator bas a d'llal range, 88l' 

150 to 500 Xe . ,  and 550 to 1500 Xe . ,  the following chart shows onq a few of 

the maey barr.oonic frequencie1 that can be obtained. 

Funda- 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
mental Harmonic Harmonic Harmonic Harmonic 

150 
� 

450 6oo 750 
200 Goo 800 1000 
250 500 750 1000 1250 

� 
Goo 900 1200 1500 
800 1200 16oo 2000 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 
·600 1200 1800 2400 3000 
700 1400 2100 2800 

�� 800 1600 24oo 
a� 1000 2000 3000 5000 

1200 2400 
l: 

4800 6ooo 
1500 3000 6000 7500 

Stage by Stage Analysi1 

Much time can be saved �d needless testing elimiDated in 1ervicing a radio 

... 
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receiver by localizing or isolating the trouble to a particular stage of the 

c-i:irci.1i t, and then analyzing this stage and its related parts by point-to-point 

, voltage and resistance tests. Such an isolation process, however, should 

always be preceded by a preliminary inspection to eliminate first the aerial 

and ground as well as the power supply lines as a source of trouble. The tubes 

should be tested and any defective ones replaced, and a surface inspection 

me.de of the chassis to see that there are no loose shielding cans or loose 

tube caps, and that no dirt or other foreign IIRtter is impairi� the operation 

of tn,e set. 

Only after such preliminary tests fail to reveal the cause, is it  necessary 

to bring in testing instruments for an analysis of the i�ternal circtut systE111. 

I t  is in this internal circuit analysis the.t mich time can be saved or wasted 

according to the procedure followed. Some form of output indicator is needed 

to show whether or not the signe.l is corning through the various stages as they 

are being checked. 

It is al�s advisable first to study the circuit diagram of the receiver 

to be tested so that you will be properly e.cqua.inted with the circuit system 

employed, and know where and how to connect the signal generator, where to 

connect the output meter, and what to expect at each setting, etc. 

The analysis is started by connecting the output meter across the voice 

coil of the spes.l.-er and feeding the 11high11 side of the oscill.e tor to the pl.ate 

termil'..al of the amplifier tube preceding the detector (2nd detector) with a 

.001 condenser in series. If the circuit is a superhetero�r:ne, this tube is an 

I.F. amplifier and the oscillator rm1st be tuned to the intermediate frequency 

used in the set. If it is a tuned R.F. system, the oscillator is tuned to 1000 

�. The ground lead of the oscillator is connected to the cba�sis of the re 

ceiver. 

-· 
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When all is ready, the oacilla tor is turned on and a signal supplied to 

the receiver. If the output meter gives a reading, it indicates that the 

oscillator signal is coming through and that the audio amplifier is in working 

order. If no sound is heard from the speaker and the meter shows a reading, 

it is evident that the speaker is not operating. If no indication is observed 

on the meter, the signal is not coming through and the trouble lies somewhere 

between the plate of the I.F. tube and the speaker. It has thus been readi}T 

established whether the trouble lies in the high frequency section of the re 

ceiver or between the I.F. output circuit and the speaker, and this infonm.tion 

will now serve as a guide for the next move to further localize the defect by 

shifting the oscillator or meter as the case nay require. 

If the trouble lies between the I.F. plate and the audio output, a check 

of the audio system and detector is in order. Move the meter connection to 

the plate of the output tube, and if a deflection is obtained here, the speaker 

coupling transformer is defective. With no deflection shift the meter to the 

grid of the output tube. A deflection now indicates that something is wrong 

with the output stage. At no deflection connect the meter to the plate terminal 

of the detector. A deflection means that the trouble is in the coupling unit. 

If still no deflection is obtained, an analysis of the detector stage is 

necessary. The steps to be t9.ken here and the meter connections to use will 

depend on the kind of detector circuit that is employed,.whether it is of the 

grid-biased triode type or a ml.al-purpose diode that also serves as a let audio 

stage, etc. To check the last R.F. or I.F. transformer, shift the oscillator 

(tuned as previously) to the detector grid input terminal or to each nf the 

diode plates, whichever the case rm� be. A deflection means that the I.F. 

transformer was at fault, but no deflection signifies that something is wrong 

with the detector stage. 
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Should it develop that the trouble has been localized in the detector or 

in one of the audio stages, every resistor, condenser, volume or tone control 

and aey other components used in or related to this isolated stage, should be 

thoro� checked by uaking suitable point-to-point voltage and resistance 

tests. All bypass and coupling condenser, should be checked for breakdown, 

open-circuit and leakage. However, if the receiver is found to check satia- 

factory from the I.F. plate through the loud speaker, then an analysis of the 

R.F., I.F. and oscillator stages is necessary. 

To check the various stages of a receiver ahead of the detector, the out- 

put meter is again connected acroSB the speaker voice coil, and the ground 

lead of the oscillator 1e left attached to the receiver cbe.BBis. By shifting 

the "high" lead of the oscillator to different points, the signal can be � 

traduced at various places, until two portions of the circuit are found b ... 

t;t . 

tween which the signal will not pass. The trouble mu.st then lie in this 

portion. The oscillator was previouei, connected to the plate termiml of the 

last R.F. or I.F. tube and the output meter clearly indicated that the signal 

was coming through from that point on. 

T:tie oscillator lead is then shifted to the grid termiml on the same tube, 

and it the meter still shows an output, the tube and i ta input circuit are in 

good condition. With no indication, however, something is wrong either in the 

tube or the input circuit • .A. cathode reaietor rte:y be open, a bypaaa condenser 

shorted or opan-circui ted, the secondary winding on the coupling transformer 

im.y- be open, a trinmer condenser � be shorted, etc. Any of these defects 

can easily be detected with a volt-ohameter. When testing with an oscillator 

in this Jianner, alway• be sure that both the oscillator and the circuit undar 

teat are tuned to the same frequency or else the signal can not get through, 

even though the circuit continui v ii all right. 
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The oscillator lead is next moved to the plate terminal on the preceding tube, 

which may be either a 1st detector (mixer) tube or composite oscillator and lat detec 

tor. The test oscillator is still tuned to the intermediate frequency, and if the 

meter shows an output, the circuit is in operating order from here on. 

The oscillator is then co1U1ected to the grid terminal of this 1st detector tube, 

but now it must be tuned to some value in the broadcast range, around 1
1
000 Kc. The 

receiver is also tuned to the same frequency. If the output meter shows a deflection 

at this time, it is evident that both the 1st detector and set oscillator are func 

tioning properly. If there is no deflection, however, then very likely there is some 

thing wrong in the oscillator stage or in the coupling element. The test oscillator 

is then substituted for the set oscillator, and for this purpose it must be tuned to 

a frequency equal to the broadcast frequency to which the set is tuned plus the inter 

mediate frequency, for then the difference frequency established in the 1st detector 

will be equal to the required intermediate frequency. If a meter indication is ob 

tained, then a careful point-to-point voltage and resistance analysis must be made 

both of the oscillator stage and the coupling elements. Lastly the test oscillator 

is again connected into the R.F. amplifier section ahead of the 1st detector and 

worked toward the antenna terminal, if it appears that the trouble lies in this sec 

tion. 

COVER PHOTOGRAPH 

On the cover of this lesson is sho'W?l a photograph of the Triplett Model 3432 

Signal Generator. This generator covers 165 kc to 120 me in 1 bands (36-120 me on 

harmonics). Long scales are readable at a glance. With a 10 to 1 ratio vernier 

tuning. This generator is designed to operate from a line voltage of 110-120 volts, 

50-6o cycles. 
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